ABSTRACT: The evaluation of mine geological environment is a major basis and important research content of implementation of supervision and control planning of the mine geological environment. However, there are some limitations to the existing evaluation methods. With the rare earth mine in southern Jiangxi as the research area, the influencing factor of mine geological environment as the evidence layer based on the weights of evidence, and historical distribution point of geological disaster as the training sample points, this paper constructs an evaluation model, and determines the sequence of impact of the evidence layer on the quality of geological environment in the research area through qualitative and quantitative analysis, and also obtains the following conclusion: there is a difference between the impact of different evidence layers and different ranges of the same evidence layer on the mine geological environment.
RESEARCH BACKGROUND
With the rapid development of society, the mankind has an increasing demand for mineral resources. With the continuous improvement of China's mineral resource exploration and exploitation capacity, the mineral resources have made great contributions to the country's economic construction, but the negative impact on the environment caused by the exploitation and utilization of mineral resources has become increasingly prominent [1] [2] [3] . Human exploitation of natural resources is a double-edged sword. Unreasonable or excessive exploitation of mineral resources can not only lead to rapid depletion of resources and environmental pollution, but also may lead to a series of geological environmental problems, and accelerate degradation of mine geological environment due to fragile mine ecological environment, resulting in tailings flood, ground collapse, land destruction, landslide, collapse, debris flow and other geological disasters, and finally causing casualties and huge economic losses [4] [5] [6] . In 1980, as a new hotspot field, the environmental geology began to be concerned by many scholars. In 1982, the Fourth International Engineering Geological Conference was held to separately discuss the engineering geological issues related to the environmental evaluation and development. In 1987, the International Symposium on Environmental Engineering Geology in Mountainous Areas emphasized to discuss the interaction between the environmental engineering geology in mountainous areas, natural geological disasters and environment. In 1988, the 28 th International Geological Congress was held to mainly research the issues related to disasters and environment. In 1992, the International Geological Congress was held, with the environmental issue of human survival and development as the theme of the conference. Thus, people have realized the importance of mine geological environment evaluation.
RELEVANT RESEARCH OVERVIEW
In domestic and foreign countries, there is a lot of research work on the construction of a model to evaluate the mine geological environment. Rathore and Wright [7] discussed the research progress of mine geological environment monitoring and evaluation of open cast mining by using satellite and aerial remote sensing data, and pointed out that the application for RS and GIS technology will greatly enhance the mine environmental monitoring and management efficiency. Venkataraman et al. [8] used remote sensing data and a small amount of ground data to analyze the extent of impact of mine mining activities on the vegetation, land and surface water in mine areas. Schmidt et al. [9] conducted research on the environmental monitoring and evaluation of open cast mine in East Germany by using multi-temporal satellite remote sensing data. Rigina [10] systematically analyzed the medium-resolution remote sensing data in the Kola Peninsula, Russia from 1964 to 1996, and evaluated the environmental pollution caused by mining and mineral separation activities in the mine area, and conducted effectiveness evaluation of the mine environment evaluation method based on remote sensing. Almeida-Filho et al. [11] monitored and evaluated the environmental degradation areas caused by mining activities carried out by the independent mine finder by using TM time series data of Roraima, Brazil in 12 years. Kuenzer et al. [12] investigated the natural problems of coal fire in two open pit coal mines in North Central China by the comprehensive use of remote sensing, GIS, geology, geophysics and other technical means, analyzed and evaluated the potential impact of mine on the atmosphere, land degradation and water resources and other environmental factors. Li Chengzun et al. [13] conducted a detailed investigation and evaluation of geological disasters caused by coal mining in Jincheng, Shanxi by using high-resolution remote sensing data. Wang Haiqing [14] selected three kinds of different mine geological environment evaluation methods to evaluate Huludao mine area in Liaoning, and conducted contrastive analysis of the three methods according to the evaluation results. Starting from the mine geological environment monitoring and evaluation needs, Chen Weitao et al. [15] discussed remote sensing monitoring and evaluation methods in the following four issues: mine geological environmental monitoring, mining landslide monitoring, mining land reclamation and tailings monitoring and safety evaluation.
The evidence weight model efficiently synthesizes and analyzes multi-source geoscience data in the geoscience problems in virtue of the powerful spatial data integration, processing and analytical ability of GIS platform. The method is simple and intuitive to explain the weight, and its data-driven characteristics can effectively avoid interference of subjective factors, and the geological significance of the calculation results is clear and easy to understand. The author does not find a report on the application for the method of weights of evidence to the field of mine geological environment evaluation, and this research is involved in this aspect.
CONSTRUCTION OF AN EVIDENCE WEIGHT MODEL

Geographical location of the research area
The research area is located in Dingnan, Jiangxi, east to Anyuan, Xunwu, south to Longchuan, Heping, Guangdong, west to Longnan, north to Xinfeng, which is a key area of rare earth resource exploitation in Jiangxi Province.
Evidence weight model
Principle of weights of evidence
The method of weights of evidence is a data-driven geoscience statistical method, with Bayesian conditional probability as the theoretical basis, the known discrete events as the training sample points, and various factors related to the events as the evidence factors, which calculates the contribution value of each evidence factor to the event based on the spatial relationship between the evidence factor and the training sample point. Taking n binary evidence layer as an example, D represents the known event, while D ഥ represents the unknown event. Probability of a priori probability of the known events:
B i (i=1，2,…n) represents existence of the i-th evidence layer; B ప ഥ represents inexistence of the evidence layer. With the existence of the evidence layer, probability of the known event:
According to the spatial position relation between the known event and the evidence layer, the weight of the i-th evidence layer is:
If n evidence layers relative to known events meet conditions, according to Bayesian law:
Combined with n evidence layers, the natural logarithm form of the posterior probability of target event:
In the Formula (6), k represents the existence state of the evidence layer:
The posterior probability of the ultimate target event can be calculated by the following formula:
Training sample points
The selection of training sample points is usually restricted by the following conditions: (1) All training sample points must be located in the scope of research area; (2) The number of training sample points must be able to reach the lower limit required by statistical significance; (3) Each evaluation cell selects at most a training sample point. According to the above three conditions, the original data of 85 landslides and debris flows and other geological disaster points actually surveyed in the research area are divided into two parts by using the sample segmentation method, and some geological disaster points are randomly selected as the data of training sample points of the evidence weight model.
Evidence layer
The construction of the evidence layer is based on the system of mine geological environment evaluation factors (terrain gradient, vegetation coverage, geological structure, mineral resource exploitation and pH value of surface water).
(1) Vegetation coverage Vegetation coverage refers to a percentage of the vertical projection area of vegetation to the total area of statistical area, which can better reflect the coverage situation of aboveground vegetation. The vegetation coverage is determined based on GeoEye-1 multispectral data, and divided into four levels of vegetation coverage by 30%, 60% and 80% of the threshold value. Figure 1 shows that the vegetation coverage in the research area has a distinct spatial distribution characteristic. Vegetation in the mineral mining area is almost completely damaged, and vegetation coverage is basically less than 0.3.In the hilly valley area, vegetation is affected by human life and production activities, and vegetation coverage is about 0.3 to 0.8. Within a wide range free of human activities, vegetation growth is better, and vegetation coverage is generally more than 0.8. (2) Gradient Terrain gradient is one of important reasons for breeding geological disasters, while unstable gradient of the artificial piles produced in the mineral resource exploitation activities also has a greater risk of disaster. Figure 2 shows that the landform in the research area is dominated by middle and lower mountains and hills, and the terrain rises towards southeast and northwest, while lower in the South Central. The terrain of a relatively steep gradient is concentrated in the southeast and northwest, while the central is generally gentle. (3) Construction In the vicinity of tectonic activity area, when the tectonic stress of the rock exceeds its own compres-sive strength, fracture or deformation will occur in the weak zone of the rock, forming geological conditions that are favorable to the disaster. The fault in the research area is divided into five categories according to the distance in the buffer area. Figure 3 shows that the tectonic fault has a relatively small impact on the research area, while only a small amount of piezotropic and pressure-torsional fracture pass through the southeastern and southern parts of the region. Two northeastern faults intersect in the north of Nanfeng Village, while a northwestern fault is distributed in the southwest corner of the research area. (5) Surface water pollution degree pH value of the surface water can better indicate the surface water pollution degree. pH value of the surface water is divided into three categories: moderate pollution area, mild pollution area and clean area. Figure 5 shows that the moderate pollution area in the research area is mainly concentrated in the peripheral areas of the mineral resource exploitation activity area, while surface water in the East and South is mainly cleaning. 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The evidence weight model in ArcGIS Spatial Data Modeller (SDM) is used to complete calculation of the priori probability, weights of the evidence layer, conditional independence test parameters of the evidence layer and posterior probability.
Priori probability
200 m is selected as the spatial scale of evaluation unit, and the research area is divided into 200 m × 200 m of evaluation unit cells, with a total of 3,056. 52 geological disaster points in field survey are randomly selected as training sample points ( Figure 6 ), and each cell should be at most one training sample point. The priori probability is 0.017018. 
Analysis of weights of the evidence layer
Based on the relationship between the training sample points and the spatial distribution in each evidence layer, the weights of evidence of each evidence layer and mine geological environment evaluation are calculated by using the evidence weight model. The calculation results of the weights of evidence include a series of statistical variables that can reflect the degree of correlation between the evidence layer and the predicted target: W + represents the positive weight; W -represents the negative weight; C(contrast) is the difference between the positive weight and negative weight; S(W + ) is the standard deviation of positive weight; S(W -) is the standard deviation of negative weight; S(C) is the standard deviation of contrast; Stud(C) is the ratio of C to S (C). C(contrast) is greater, indicating that the correlation between the predicted target and the evidence layer is better; the positive or negative value of C(contrast)indicates that there is a positive or negative correlation between the predicted target and the evidence layer. As the weight of evaluation index, W + of the evidence layer is involved in the calculation of posterior probability. Table 1 shows the calculation results of weights of the gradient evidence layer Table 1 . Parameters of weights of the gradient evidence layer. As can be seen from Table 1 , compared to other gradient ranges, the gradient range of 15° to 20° has a greater impact on the mine geological environment, followed by the gradient of 20° to 25°. The gradient range of less than 10° has the least impact on the mine geological environment. The gradient range in the research area with the most severe geological disaster is from 15° to 20°. Therefore, the calculation results of the weights of gradient evidence layer are consistent with the actual spatial distribution situation of the geological disasters in the research area.
Weights of the gradient evidence layer
Weights of the evidence layer with vegetation coverage
The polarization phenomenon of vegetation coverage in the research area is more obvious, and the vegetation coverage in the area is distributed from 0 to 1, and the average vegetation coverage is 0.685. It is divided into four categories from low to high based on the extent of vegetation coverage. The calculation results of the weights of the evidence layer are shown in Table 2. According to the data in the table, the vegetation coverage has a relatively distinct rule of impact on the quality of mine geological environment, and the quality of geological environment in a low coverage area is relatively poor, while there are no training sample points in the area with the vegetation coverage of higher than 0.8. The area with the vegetation coverage of less than 0.3 has a greater impact on the geological environment than other areas with better vegetation coverage. 
Weights of construction evidence layer
The results of parameters of weights of the tectonic evidence layer calculated according to the distance in the tectonic buffer area are shown in Table 3 . According to the parameters of weights of the tectonic layer, the fault structure in the research area is closely related to 300 to 500 m of buffer area and the space of training sample points. Within the scope of buffer area of less than 100 m and 300 to 500 m, there is a positive correlation with the spatial distribution of the training sample points, while the middle region of the two buffer areas does not have a significant impact on the distribution of training sample points. It indicates that the relationship between the tectonic evidence layer and the quality of mine geological environment in the research area does not form an obvious regularity. Table 3 . Parameters of weights of tectonic evidence layer. 
4.2.4
Weights of the evidence layer with mineral resource exploitation activity Binarization will be carried out based on whether the mineral resource exploitation activity is conducted within the cell. The parameters of weights of the evidence layer with mineral resource exploitation activity are shown in Table 4 : as can be seen from the above table, C (contrast) in the area with mineral resource exploitation activity is 4.4199, indicating that there is a higher degree of correlation between the rare earth mining area and the space of mine geological environment, while the area without mining has a smaller impact on the mine geological environment.
4.2.5
Evidence layer of surface water pollution degree According to pH value of the surface water, the surface water pollution degree of the research area is divided into three categories, and the weights of the evidence layer are shown in Table 5 . Viewing from the results of parameters of the evidence layer with surface water, the moderate pollution area of surface water has the greatest impact on the quality of mine geological environment, and the contrast value C is 2.1602. The source of surface water pollution is mainly from mineral leaching waste discharged in the process of rare earth mining. In the area of surface water pollution, the mine geological environment is even worse, which is consistent with the actual situation in the research area.
According to pH value of the surface water, the surface water pollution degree of the research area is divided into three categories, and the weights of the evidence layer are shown in Table 5 . Viewing from the results of parameters of the evidence layer with surface water, the moderate pollution area of surface water has the greatest impact on the quality of mine geological environment, and the contrast value C is 2.1602. The source of surface water pollution is mainly from mineral leaching waste discharged in the process of rare earth mining. In the area of surface water pollution, the mine geological environment is even worse, which is consistent with the actual situation in the research area.
Comprehensive analysis of weights of the evidence layer
Viewing from the parameter table of weights of the evidence layer, the following two conclusions can be obtained:
(1) There is a difference in the weights of different evidence layers. According to the extent of impact on the quality of mine geological environment, it is successively from large to small: mineral resource exploitation activity, vegetation coverage, surface water pollution, tectonic buffer area and gradient. Mineral resource exploitation activity is the primary influencing factor of the quality of mine geological environment in the research area. It is consistent with the geological fact that the landslide and debris flow and other geological disasters in the research area are mainly distributed in the mineral resource exploitation area and its surrounding area; secondly, vegetation coverage and surface water pollution are also important influencing factors of the quality of geological environment in the research area, while the impact of tectonic activity and gradient is relatively small. Through analysis of the distribution characteristics of tectonic faults in the research area, it is found that only two northeastern faults are distributed in the Southeast, while the other smaller fault is distributed in the Southwest. The tectonic activity has a relatively small impact on most of other regions in the research area. It is a factor leading to a relatively small weight of the tectonic evidence layer. The weight of gradient evidence layer is relatively small, perhaps because of the following two reasons: (1) Relative to other gradient ranges, the gradient range of 15° to 20° does not have a prominent role in controlling over the spatial distribution of geological disasters; (2) There are a large number of irregular and loose piles in the research area. Under double impacts of unstable slope and natural slope, the mechanism of impact of gradient on geological environment in the research area is more complicated and may not have obvious regularity.
(2) Different ranges of the same evidence layer have different extents of impact on the geological environment. For example, in the evidence layer with vegetation coverage, there is a difference in the impact of low vegetation coverage and high vegetation coverage on the quality of geological environment. The geological environment in the low vegetation coverage area is worse. For another example, in the gradient evidence layer, the weight of gradient range from 15° to 20° is greater than that of other gradients, which is consistent with the results of field survey. In summary, there is a difference between the impact of different evidence layers and different ranges of the same evidence layer on the mine geological environment. 
RESEARCH CONCLUSION
Through introduction of the weights of evidence into the field of mine geological environment evaluation, with the influencing factor of mine geological environment as the evidence layer, and historical distribu- tion point of geological disaster under a severe geological environment as the training sample points, this paper describes and understands the interaction between the evidence layer and the predicted target according to the spatial position relation between the data, and quantitatively calculates the weight of the evidence layer and the posterior probability. The research results show that: there is a difference between the impact of different evidence layers and different ranges of the same evidence layer on the mine geological environment. The calculation results of weight and contrast of each evidence layer quantitatively reflect the contribution of the evidence layer to the quality of mine geological environment. The extent of impact of five types of evidence layer on the quality of geological environment is successively from severe to light: mineral resource exploitation activity, vegetation coverage, surface water pollution, tectonic activity and gradient.
